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Which argument best achieves this goal?
Define an argument on a specific subject that 
meets your goal, by resonating with the audience. 

What does the literature say on this argument?
Find and learn from recent academic and 
commercial publications on this subject.

What sources will you draw from?
Combine reputable datasets and/or documents

to create a preliminary, aggregated dataset. 

Will the data hold up under scrutiny?
Clean, normalize, and refine the aggregated 

dataset, remove questionable data points. 

Is your dataset intelligible and navigable?
Create a working dataset by adding necessary

structure, and descriptions in metadata.

What are the latest ethical recommendations?
Find and review the latest ethical visualization 
literature to learn about best practices.

How will your visualization show the argument? 
Choose the media, format, and functionality to 
best communicate your visualization’s argument.

What design communicates the argument best?
Design a prototype visualization, test it with your 
audience, reflect on feedback, and improve it.

DEFINE ARGUMENT

What will the goal of your visualization be?
Identify who the visualization is primarily for, 
and what attitude or action you want it to foster.

IDENTIFY GOAL

REVIEW MATERIALS

REVIEW ETHICS

REFINE ARGUMENT

DESIGN VISUALIZATION

COMBINE SOURCES

IMPROVE VERACITY

DESCRIBE DATA

ETHICAL VISUALIZATION

PREPARE
THE DATASET

VISUALIZE
THE DATA

SCOPE THE
VISUALIZATION

Remember: 
Your design choices are 
just as important as the 
data for visualizing ethically.

What’s the best 
way to treat and 
share my data?

          Created by Katherine Hepworth, Ph.D., see https//kathep.com for more. Version 2.1, October 2019. 
Adapted from Katherine Hepworth and Christopher Church. 2018. “Racism in the Machine:                      : 

Visualization Ethics in Digital Humanities Projects.” Digital Humanities Quarterly 12:4.                      . 



Is it possible to find evidence  
of historical power relations  
in visual materials?
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Governmentality

"Studies of governmentality emphasize th[e] visual 
and spatial dimension of government that they 
seek to draw attention to these diagrams of power 
and authority"

—Mitchell Dean



Technologies of government



Technologies of government

    — Forces
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Technologies of government

    — Forces

        — Techniques



Technologies of government

    — Forces

        — Techniques

             — Devices
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i.1. Government Emblems

Government emblems are any symbol used by 

governments for official purposes. ‘Emblem’ is a general 

term referring to ‘[a] visual image carrying a symbolic 

meaning’ (Chilvers, 2009, p. 203). Emblems used by 

governments include flags, devices, national or regional 

flora, fauna and gemstones. The use of the term in 

this thesis is limited to symbols that visually represent 

governments in an official, day-to-day capacity. The 

government emblems presented in this thesis are 

visually diverse, as they are chosen for their functional 

purpose, representing governments in their day-to-day 

business, rather than for their aesthetic qualities or 

similarities. 

The three different kinds of emblem studied in this 

thesis are coats of arms, seals and logos (see Figure 

i.1.A). The three types of emblem look different because 

of the bodies of knowledge informing their creation 

and the expertise of their creators. Coats of arms are 

usually assembled through a formal process employing 

official heraldic knowledge. Seals generally originate 

from an informal process that combines knowledge 

Figure i.1.A.  
Three different kinds of government emblem
From left to right: coat of arms, seal and logo
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from multiple fields, and commonly includes amateur 

knowledge of heraldry. Logos are designed using a 

process of corporate identity design. 

i.1.1. Coats of Arms

Coats of arms are complex symbols created according 

to the strictures of a symbolic system called heraldry. 

Used from the twelfth century onwards, coats of arms 

were originally issued by European monarchs (or their 

representatives) in reward for military accomplishment 

or civic services of merit (Pinnock, 1840, p. 6). They 

were first used in jousting tournaments and military 

battles, and derive their name from being prominently 

placed on shields of armour during these activities 

(Child, 1965, p. 27; Pinnock, 1840, p. 6). 

Traditionally, coats of arms are created by experts 

in heraldic symbolism known as heralds, who are 

employed by European monarchs. However, many 

coats of arms used today have been created by 

someone other than a monarch’s representative. In 

official heraldic terms, these unofficially produced 

coats of arms are known as ‘paraheraldry’ or ‘arms of 

assumption’ (Neubecker, 1977, p. 263; Pinnock, 1840, 

p. 10). Today, coats of arms are most commonly used 

by families, educational institutions and governments. 

Often when governments acquire other kinds of 

emblems, such as a seal or a logo, they keep their 

coats of arms for particular ceremonial or legislative 

purposes.

Coats of arms are the most complex kinds of 

government emblems in terms of the sheer volume 

of symbols they contain (see Figure i.1.1.A). Coats of 

Figure i.1.1.A.  
City of Waverley coat of arms
with parts identified

supporters

mantling

mottoshield

coronetcrest

compartment
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Embodied discourse technologies

The main focus of the faceted classification system is 

embodied discourse technologies contained within 

each individual emblem (see Figure 3.3.2.C). Continuing 

the findings about discourse technologies from chapter 

two, this grouping was further divided into technologies 

of form and technologies of content (for more on 

technologies of content and form, see page 149). 

This was in order to separate the influences of form 

attributes, such as typography, from the influences of 

content attributes, such as the meaning of individual 

words. By dividing the classification system in this way, 

it was possible to gain a clear picture of the range of 

form and content attributes within the emblem archive 

from glancing at the faceted classification.

Within the emblem archive, three technologies of form 

were identified: emblem form, the form qualities of 

the emblem overall; image form, the depictions and 

treatments of images; and word form, or typography. 

Two technologies of content were identified: image 

content, the symbols or meanings within images; and 

word content, the meanings of individual words.

Each of the technologies identified in the structure of 

the faceted classification system was further divided 

into the three attributes identified in the part of chapter 

two titled ‘Anatomy of a discourse technology’: forces, 

techniques and devices (see page 150). To briefly 

summarise, forces are large-scale forms of knowledge; 

techniques are specific tools; and devices are individual 

elements produced by both forces and techniques. As 

Figure 3.3.2.C shows, forces, techniques and devices 

embodied technologies

technologies of form

    emblem form

       forces

          techniques

              devices

    image form

       forces

          techniques

              devices

    word form

       forces

          techniques

              devices

technologies of content

    image content

       forces

          techniques

              devices

    word content

       forces

          techniques

              devices

Figure 3.3.2.C.  
Hierarchy of embodied technologies 
in the faceted classification
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Meaning
Associative
Descriptive
Found
Metaphor

Allegiance
Christianity
Civic
Law
Monarchy
Nation
No allegiance

Environment
Architecture
Fauna
 - Bird
 - Bivalve
 - Cetacea
 - Marsupial

Flora
 - Flower
 - Small plant
 - Tree

Geography
Weather
No environment

Industry
Primary
 - Agriculture
 - Fishing/Whaling
 - Logging
 - Mining
 - Viticulture

Secondary
 - Manufacturing
 - Tertiary
 - Education
 - Transport

No industry

Leisure
Art
Sport
No leisure

Myth
Biblical
Greek/Roman
Heraldic
Local
No myth

Population
Citizens
Employment
Ethnicity
No population

Name
Canting
Initials
Namesake
No name

Internal shape
Rectangle
Ribbon
Shield
Sphere
No internal shape

Allegiance
Civic
Mural crown

Christianity
Bible
Cross

Law
Balance of scales

Monarchy
British royal arms
British royal 
crown
British royal 
motto
Queens Victoria

Nation
Australian arms
Australian motto
Southern cross
 

Environment
Architecture
Part
 - Clock tower
 - Column
 - Castle
 - House

Building
 - Lighthouse
 - Town hall

Structure
 - Jetty
 - Monument
 - Radio tower

Fauna
Bivalve
 - Shell

Cetacea
 - Dolphin

Bird
 - Cockatoo
 - Emu
 - Falcon
 - Heron
 - Honeyeater
 - Lyrebird
 - Magpie
 - Kookaburra
 - Pelican
 - Seagull
 - Swan
 - Generic bird

Marsupial
 - Kangaroo
 - Wombat

Flora
Flower
 - Lily
 - Pink heath
 - Wattle
 - Generic flower

Small plant
 - Fern
 - Grass
 - Reeds
 - Generic leaf

Tree
 - Eucalypt
 - Fern tree
 - Palm tree
 - Red gum
 - Generic tree

 
Geography
Land
 - Cliff
 - Hill
 - Horizon line
 - Mountain

Water
 - Lake
 - River
 - Sea
 - Swamp
 - Waterfall

Industry 
Agriculture
Farm animals
 - Bee
 - Beehive
 - Cow
 - Horns
 - Rooster
 - Sheep

Crops
 - Fruit tree
 - Pasture
 - Planted crop

Produce
 - Fruit
 - Bag of grain
 - Ear of wheat
 - Wheat sheaf

Tools
 - Hoe
 - Rake
 - Sickle
 - Thresher
 - Windmill

Fishing/Whaling
Anchor
Fish
Semaphore flags
Ship
Whale

Logging
Axe
Saw blade
Tree stump

Mining
Gold pan
Mine
Pickaxe
Shovel

Viticulture
Grapes

Manufacturing
Barrel
Cogged wheel
Factory
Grinding stone
Waterwheel

Education
Book
Owl
Quill

Transport
Carriage lantern
Carriage wheel
Horse
Road
Train

Leisure
Art
Paintbrush
Pencil

Sport
Golf
Rowing
Sailboat
Windsurfer

Myth
Biblical
Noah’s ark
Sword of St Paul
Dove w branch

Greek/Roman
Aequitas
Cornucopia
Drinking horn
Laurel
Lyre
Mermaid
Olympic torch
Pegasus
Trident
Trireme

Heraldic
Knights templar
Other harp

Local
Eureka stockade

Population
Citizens
Hands clasped
Generic person

Employment
Boatman
Farmer
Miner
Tracker

Ethnicity
British
 - Cornish bird
 - English lion
 - Scottish unicorn
 - Welsh lion
 - St George cross

Indigenous
 - Boomerang
 - Black person
 - Dot painting
 - Spear

Irish
 - Irish harp
 - Clover

Professional 
practise
Graphic design 
practise
Heraldic practise

Professional 
system
Corporate 
identity
Heraldry
Para-heraldry

Emblem type
Coat of arms
Logo
Seal

Emblem type
Coat of arms
Logo
Seal

Manufacture 
effect
Bromide
Cast metal
Etching
Pen & ink
Vector

Period style
Decorative
International
Modern
Postmodern

Colour type
Black & white
Colour
- Primary colour
- Secondary 
  colour
- Tertiary colour

External shape
Landscape
Portrait
Rectangular
Round

Colour
Blue
Brown
Green
Orange
Purple
Red
Yellow

Where more than 
one colour is 
present, one or 
more colour 
facets may be 
selected per 
emblem.

Language
Motto
- English
- French
- Latin
No motto

Reference
Allegiance
Aspiration
Environment
Industry

Allegiance
Faith
God

Aspiration
Rectitude
Light
Good tidings
Honour
Preparation
Justice
Courage

Environment
Haven

Industry
Cornucopia
Work
 

Language
Name
- English
No name

Name
Full name
Name +
- Citizens
- Location
- Year
Partial name
No name
 
These facets are not 
mutually exclusive. 
One or more 
name + facets may 
be selected per 
emblem.

Location
Australia
Murray River
Natimuk
Victoria
No location

People
Citizen
Councillor
Mayor
Ratepayer
No people

These facets are not 
mutually exclusive. 
One or more 
location facets may 
be selected per 
emblem.

Year
Year
No year
 

Tool
Paper
Ink
Printing press
Computer

Use
Lithography?
Offset printing
Bromide 
photography
Desktop 
publishing

Manufacture 
effect
Bromide
Cast metal
Etching
Pen & ink
Vector

Embodied technologies
Technologies of form

Emblem form

DeviceForce Technique

Where more than one typeface is present, one 
or more typeface facet may be selected per 
emblem.

External technologies
Technologies of government

Profession

DeviceForce Technique

Image content

Where more than one referent is present, one or more facets may be selected per emblem for all symbol subgroupings.

DeviceForce Technique

Technologies of content

Word content: Motto

Typeface
Type
No type

Display
 - Decorative
 - Script

Sans serif
 - Grotesque
 - Neogrotesque
 - Humanist
 - Geometric

Serif
 - Humanist
 - Transitional
 - Modernist
 - Slab

Typographic 
system
Asymmetrical
Symmetrical
Dilatational
Dynamic balance

Type accent
Italic
Roman

Type case
Lower case
Small caps
Title case
Upper case

Type weight
Light
Book
Bold
Heavy

Word form (typography)
DeviceTechnique DeviceTechnique

Word content: Name

DeviceForce

Force

Technique

DeviceForce Technique

Production

Figure 3.3.3.C. Faceted classification used to describe the emblems

2013.  Discursive Method

Meaning
Associative
Descriptive
Found
Metaphor

Allegiance
Christianity
Civic
Law
Monarchy
Nation
No allegiance

Environment
Architecture
Fauna
 - Bird
 - Bivalve
 - Cetacea
 - Marsupial

Flora
 - Flower
 - Small plant
 - Tree

Geography
Weather
No environment

Industry
Primary
 - Agriculture
 - Fishing/Whaling
 - Logging
 - Mining
 - Viticulture

Secondary
 - Manufacturing
 - Tertiary
 - Education
 - Transport

No industry

Leisure
Art
Sport
No leisure

Myth
Biblical
Greek/Roman
Heraldic
Local
No myth

Population
Citizens
Employment
Ethnicity
No population

Name
Canting
Initials
Namesake
No name

Internal shape
Rectangle
Ribbon
Shield
Sphere
No internal shape

Allegiance
Civic
Mural crown

Christianity
Bible
Cross

Law
Balance of scales

Monarchy
British royal arms
British royal 
crown
British royal 
motto
Queens Victoria

Nation
Australian arms
Australian motto
Southern cross
 

Environment
Architecture
Part
 - Clock tower
 - Column
 - Castle
 - House

Building
 - Lighthouse
 - Town hall

Structure
 - Jetty
 - Monument
 - Radio tower

Fauna
Bivalve
 - Shell

Cetacea
 - Dolphin

Bird
 - Cockatoo
 - Emu
 - Falcon
 - Heron
 - Honeyeater
 - Lyrebird
 - Magpie
 - Kookaburra
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Flower
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 - Pink heath
 - Wattle
 - Generic flower

Small plant
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 - Reeds
 - Generic leaf

Tree
 - Eucalypt
 - Fern tree
 - Palm tree
 - Red gum
 - Generic tree

 
Geography
Land
 - Cliff
 - Hill
 - Horizon line
 - Mountain

Water
 - Lake
 - River
 - Sea
 - Swamp
 - Waterfall

Industry 
Agriculture
Farm animals
 - Bee
 - Beehive
 - Cow
 - Horns
 - Rooster
 - Sheep

Crops
 - Fruit tree
 - Pasture
 - Planted crop

Produce
 - Fruit
 - Bag of grain
 - Ear of wheat
 - Wheat sheaf

Tools
 - Hoe
 - Rake
 - Sickle
 - Thresher
 - Windmill

Fishing/Whaling
Anchor
Fish
Semaphore flags
Ship
Whale

Logging
Axe
Saw blade
Tree stump

Mining
Gold pan
Mine
Pickaxe
Shovel

Viticulture
Grapes

Manufacturing
Barrel
Cogged wheel
Factory
Grinding stone
Waterwheel

Education
Book
Owl
Quill

Transport
Carriage lantern
Carriage wheel
Horse
Road
Train

Leisure
Art
Paintbrush
Pencil

Sport
Golf
Rowing
Sailboat
Windsurfer

Myth
Biblical
Noah’s ark
Sword of St Paul
Dove w branch

Greek/Roman
Aequitas
Cornucopia
Drinking horn
Laurel
Lyre
Mermaid
Olympic torch
Pegasus
Trident
Trireme

Heraldic
Knights templar
Other harp

Local
Eureka stockade

Population
Citizens
Hands clasped
Generic person

Employment
Boatman
Farmer
Miner
Tracker

Ethnicity
British
 - Cornish bird
 - English lion
 - Scottish unicorn
 - Welsh lion
 - St George cross

Indigenous
 - Boomerang
 - Black person
 - Dot painting
 - Spear

Irish
 - Irish harp
 - Clover

Professional 
practise
Graphic design 
practise
Heraldic practise

Professional 
system
Corporate 
identity
Heraldry
Para-heraldry

Emblem type
Coat of arms
Logo
Seal

Emblem type
Coat of arms
Logo
Seal

Manufacture 
effect
Bromide
Cast metal
Etching
Pen & ink
Vector

Period style
Decorative
International
Modern
Postmodern

Colour type
Black & white
Colour
- Primary colour
- Secondary 
  colour
- Tertiary colour

External shape
Landscape
Portrait
Rectangular
Round

Colour
Blue
Brown
Green
Orange
Purple
Red
Yellow

Where more than 
one colour is 
present, one or 
more colour 
facets may be 
selected per 
emblem.

Language
Motto
- English
- French
- Latin
No motto

Reference
Allegiance
Aspiration
Environment
Industry

Allegiance
Faith
God

Aspiration
Rectitude
Light
Good tidings
Honour
Preparation
Justice
Courage

Environment
Haven

Industry
Cornucopia
Work
 

Language
Name
- English
No name

Name
Full name
Name +
- Citizens
- Location
- Year
Partial name
No name
 
These facets are not 
mutually exclusive. 
One or more 
name + facets may 
be selected per 
emblem.

Location
Australia
Murray River
Natimuk
Victoria
No location

People
Citizen
Councillor
Mayor
Ratepayer
No people

These facets are not 
mutually exclusive. 
One or more 
location facets may 
be selected per 
emblem.

Year
Year
No year
 

Tool
Paper
Ink
Printing press
Computer

Use
Lithography?
Offset printing
Bromide 
photography
Desktop 
publishing

Manufacture 
effect
Bromide
Cast metal
Etching
Pen & ink
Vector

Embodied technologies
Technologies of form

Emblem form

DeviceForce Technique

Where more than one typeface is present, one 
or more typeface facet may be selected per 
emblem.

External technologies
Technologies of government

Profession

DeviceForce Technique

Image content

Where more than one referent is present, one or more facets may be selected per emblem for all symbol subgroupings.

DeviceForce Technique

Technologies of content

Word content: Motto

Typeface
Type
No type

Display
 - Decorative
 - Script

Sans serif
 - Grotesque
 - Neogrotesque
 - Humanist
 - Geometric

Serif
 - Humanist
 - Transitional
 - Modernist
 - Slab

Typographic 
system
Asymmetrical
Symmetrical
Dilatational
Dynamic balance

Type accent
Italic
Roman

Type case
Lower case
Small caps
Title case
Upper case

Type weight
Light
Book
Bold
Heavy

Word form (typography)
DeviceTechnique DeviceTechnique

Word content: Name

DeviceForce
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3.4.3. Associating

Associating involved making connections between 

the historian’s findings from the Reading sub-step and 

the discourse technologies identified in the emblem 

archive. Like the Interpreting sub-step in the previous 

section, this sub-step was almost entirely reflective, 

relying solely on second order judgements. 

Process

Notes taken in the previous sub-step were reorganised 

and reflected upon during Associating. The historian 

looked for links between the ideologies found in 

the Reading sub-step and the embodied discourse 

technologies identified in the emblem archive during 

the Classifying step of discursive method. 

Results

During the Associating sub-step, some strong links 

emerged among some of the discourse technologies 

  
external governance embodied governance 
ideology discourse discourse technology

imperialism  britannia possession 
  glory 
  faith

classical liberalism trade pastoralism 
  plunder 
  transport

exclusionism  the other aborigines 
  women 
  diggers

nationalism independence romance 
  pride 
  unity

keynesian welfarism progress aspiration  
  mechanisation 
  modernity

neoliberalism  commercialisation business  
  neutrality 
  juxtaposition

Figure 3.4.3.A.  
Links between governance ideologies and embodied discourse technologies
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Power structures leave distinct, 
traceable, and measurable 
visual evidence
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Explicit argumentation 
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Explicit argumentation
 » Titles

 » Captions
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Explicit argumentation
 » Titles

 » Captions

 » Annotations
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Explicit argumentation
 » Titles

 » Captions

 » Annotations

 » Emphases
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Implicit argumentation
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Implicit argumentation
 » Scale
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Implicit argumentation
 » Scale

 » Categorizations
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Implicit argumentation
 » Scale

 » Categorizations

 » Data breaks
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Implicit argumentation
 » Data breaks 

 » Scale

 » Categorizations

 » Priming - image & color associations
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1979
Designer: 
N Holmes
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Implicit argumentation
 » Data breaks 

 » Scale

 » Categorizations

 » Priming - image & color associations

 » Nudges - interaction effects
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Implicit argumentation
 » Data breaks 

 » Scale

 » Categorizations

 » Priming - image & color associations

 » Nudges - interaction effects

 » Sizing & proportional ink
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Practice two things  
in your dealings  
with disease: 
either help  
or do not harm the patient."
— Epidemics, Book 1

"
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Practice two things  
in your dealings  
with visualizations: 
either help  
or do not harm the user.
— Suggested oath for ethical visualizers
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Practice two things  
in your dealings  
with visualizations: 
either help  
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Do no harm to
 » viewers/users
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Do no harm to
 » viewers/users

 » represented subjects
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Do no harm to
 » viewers/users

 » represented subjects

 » subjects impacted by the representation
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Practice two things  
in your dealings  
with visualizations: 
either help  
or do not harm the user.
— Suggested oath for ethical visualizers
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Embracing  
the argument


